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ABS, ABS, ABSolute: 
from science the most effective answer for core and waistline.
Belly and waistline: pain and pleasure for everyone in the gym.
All surveys indicate that the main request of club members is a solution for core training and waistline.  
Anyone who wants to get fit, from teenagers to seniors, has very precise motivations and core training is 
always extremely important.
Younger members look for the beach abs, while the athletes train the core to improve their sports per-
formance. Mothers want to go back to their flat belly and men to burn their dad’s tummy. Others know the 
risks of fat belly. For the elderly, a tonic core protects the back and prevents falls due to lack of balance.

But what happens?
After a while, however, in the gym, members start to skip or neglect the session of the Abs, perform-
ing the exercises in a discontinuous or incorrect way, if not constantly assisted. Yet we know that a strong 
core is the key to good health and that for men and women it is also an aesthetic need.

Why don’t we train Abs?
Customers have problems in carrying out a correct core training, considering it boring and tiring, and the 
reasons may be: difficult to see results in a short time, need for continuous trainer assistance, 
absence of dedicated areas with specific equipment and methods.
So far, we have limited ourselves to trying to solve these reasons one at a time. What is missing is a simple 
and complete solution to seriously face the problem with a global approach, from every point of view.

And what does science say?
The scientific community has been wondering for years on the quest for a truly effective and safe method.
Studies carried out by the best teams of researchers on men and women from all over the world of differ-
ent ages, lifestyles and fitness level state that repeated series of common abdominal exercises are 
practically ineffective. From ACE to ISSA, from the University of San Diego to New Mexico, researchers 
have come to the same conclusion: a precise alternating and progressive mix is needed.

The truth that emerges from the tests is that traditional workout on the floor ground, on benches 
or with the common equipment for abdominals is not enough: it is needed a specific sequential train-
ing method to get an effective workout. In fact, research has proven that in order to obtain results  
typical free body exercises are ineffective on slimming and tone and on the other hand the risk of repeated 
sequences performed on the floor ground is high and useless.
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Not only that: if one continues to do the same exercise, in the same order for a few weeks or months 
the routine becomes ineffective and we hit a plateau. This is why a combination of different ex-
ercises is necessary to obtain an increased result, delaying the neuro-muscular adaptation with a 
super-compensation in each routine.

TECA has got the answer
After two years of study, TECA has launched a specific method for core training, called ABSolute, 
able to collect all the recommendations that emerged from the highest scientific authorities of fitness and 
sport. But it does not end here!

The common data that emerged from all the research was variety and progression.
An important research by Dr. Len Kravitz’s of the University of New Mexico claims that: “In designing an 
abdominal workout, choose between 5 to 10 exercises, combining spinal flexion, rotation, and lateral flexion 
exercises” (1). “It’s important, however, to keep in mind that there is no single abdominal exercise that chal-
lenges all the abdominal muscles in the most effective way,” explains Dr. Cedric X. Bryant, ACE’s Chief Sci-
ence Officer, “and the best way to work the abs is through a combination of various types of exercises”. (2)

Starting from this important data, TECA has devised a system able to exploit all these movements of the 
spinal column to develop the abdominal belt muscles as a whole: ABSolute is the first circuit dedicated 
to core training with 6 stations that allow a sequential, alternating and progressive workout, 
while keeping a concentrated stimulation.

And therefore tonification is guaranteed and what about weight loss?
It has been observed that it is not possible to lose fat in the abdomen with the usual exercises 
included in the usual training programs, even performing endless series of crunches. 

The American Journal of Physiology in 2006 ruled that a focused but alternating stimulation is needed, 
combined with a cardiovascular and resistance component (3). The Researchers at University of Wisconsin 
carried out a study using  common abdominal training equipment, highlighting the fact that there was a 
need to add an overload to the basic exercise to have an appreciable effect. The result was a significant 
increase in localized muscle activity (4).   
Starting from these and other researches TECA provided the solution in the ABSolute circuit which:

1 – concentrates the muscle workout in the target zone, drawing sources of energy from 
the localized areas of deposit: increasing the perfusion of blood, therefore the contact with the 
lipolytic hormones, one obtains weight loss;
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2 - guarantees the cardiovascular component thanks to the reduced recovery time be-
tween the stations, the type and duration of the whole training cycle;

3 - provides a progressive overload increase with the use of special accessories.

What type of exercises are performed on ABSolute?
All exercises performed on selected equipment and mixed in sequences inspired by all the 
scientific evidence gathered on the abdominal workout. Just to mention an example, a research 
conducted by the Biomechanics Lab at San Diego State University stated that the Captain’s chair is one of 
the best exercises to activate: rectus abdominis, external and internal obliques. An exclusive feature of the 
ABSolute system is the presence in the circuit of the Vertical Abs station, on which the leg raise exercise can 
be performed in all its variants.

But are they safe?
The enormous international attention on the effectiveness and safety of some exercises is also showed by 
a recent research published on the Daily Mail (6) and carried out on U.S. Army soldiers at Fort Bragg: 56 per 
cent of all soldiers’ injuries related to the old fitness test were because of sit-ups, now completely banned 
and substituted by plank exercises, which are more secure.

Well situps are exercises that most of the gym members continue to perform without dedicated equipment 
or certified protocols, not only not seeing  their fatigue repaid but also getting serious problems to the spine.

ABSolute is the first training concept with a station dedicated to the plank, while the sit-up 
meets all the requirements of efficacy and safety, as it allows the workout exclusively on the abdo-
men and not on the iliopsoas whose involvement  can create lumbar tract disorders.
Putting all this precious information to good use we wanted to give an answer to the clubs to ensure 
that members no longer skip the abdominal session: we can together make them more capable, au-
tonomous and confident in core training with a short, intense and motivating system.

What are the objectives and characteristics of ABSolute?
ABSolute is the first integrated system for core training with:

• EQUIPMENT
Stations with maximum ergonomics and design, intuitive and easy to use

• TECH-TRAINER 
Training assistant to control rhythm and phases of the protocols and manage the user flow
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• TOOLS  
Special flooring, self communicating board programs, and exercise guides optimising spaces 
and simplifying the training sessions.

• PROGRAMS
Special protocols Slim - Tone - Power 
to train different users with different goals in the same session. 

ABSolute guarantees results with a method based on scientific evidence and designed to 
achieve faster, easier and a more effective outcome.
It is three times shorter than a normal training session because its effectiveness is notable after just 5 
minutes from the start of the session.
It is a self-learning workout, without the need for continuous instruction or assistance from the traini.
It is a continuous and sequential training of progressive intensity, which guarantees a concentrat-
ed and alternating stimulation for maximum effectiveness.
The 6 different ABSolute stations and accessories offer a great variety of exercises for all levels of fitness.
ABSolute optimizes the spaces allowing to train 6 users in just 15 square meters with a no-stop 
and independent circuit.

Why should a club have ABSolute in the weight room?
Core training is a powerful marketing tool. ABSolute helps clubs motivate and retain members, 
because the circuit offers people the opportunity to take action on the most important problem, the belly, 
and gives users the opportunity to enjoy a successful workout.
ABSolute from TECA and its dedicated area excites potential customers, amazes subscribers, from begin-
ners to experts, and offers sales staff powerful selling tools to be used during a club tour.
And last but not least, it allows you to offer 1000 daily sessions at a cost of 5 euros a day. 
Not bad, really!!

NOTES
 
(1) University of New Mexico Dr. Len Kravit
(2) ACE org Dr. Cedric X. Bryant
(3) American Journal of Physiology www.massimospattini.com/it/spot-reduction-e-allenamento/ 
(4) University of Wisconsin- LaCrosse and its Clinical Exercise Physiology program - Prof. John Peter Porcari 
(5) Biomechanics Lab at San Diego State University www.verywell.com/the-best-and-worst-ab-exercises-3120050 
(6) www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-3370950/Are-sit-ups-BAD-Exercise-outdatedkey-cause-lower-injury-replaced-plank.html#ixzz3v9i4K9Ph 

Video on TecaFitness 

http://www.massimospattini.com/it/spot-reduction-e-allenamento/
http://www.verywell.com/the-best-and-worst-ab-exercises-3120050
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-3370950/Are-sit-ups-BAD-Exercise-outdatedkey-cause-lower-injury-replaced-plank.html#ixzz3v9i4K9Ph
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9VuYyIMe-E
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TECA Motion Design
TECA designers, at the start-up phase of the ABSolute concept,  began from analyz-
ing the principles of  Emotional design, Welcoming design and Instructional design, 
to create an advanced INDUSTRIAL MOTION DESIGN.

First goal of designers was arousing emotions, to strongly influence the 
positive perception of the user towards the core training. 

Afterwards, a careful study of the layout area and mood was carried out to 
create a personalized and welcoming space.

Finally, the designers worked effectively to facilitate the acquisition of skills 
to obtain safe and autonomous training.

The ultimate goal of the project was to obtain a democratic core training. 
For this reason, the design of equipment was finally developed to serve the interest 
of all users, from women to men, through a mix of shapes, materials and colors to 
combine elegance and strength. 

ABSolute design acts on two different levels:

1. MATERIAL, PRODUCT   ergonomics, ease of use, intuitiveness
2. LAYOUT MOOD, STYLE  feeling at ease, self motivation,   
      consciousness, empathy

TECA Motion Design applied to ABSolute guarantees the following advantages:

EASE OF USE, SPEED, AUTONOMY               for users
DEDICATED AREA, EXCLUSIVITY, PROFIT      for club owners
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STAR layout
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front view



STAR layout
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down view



LINE layout
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Decline Crunch Bench
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Decline Sit Up Bench
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Lumbar Bench
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Oblique Bench
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Vertical Bench
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Core Mat
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t e c a f i t n e s s . c o m

http://www.tecafitness.it/en

